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Michigan United Mission

Michigan United organizes to build the power our communities need to win the

justice they deserve. We're working for an equitable and sustainable world that

reflects our values of economic and racial justice.

We believe each individual has the right to achieve their full human potential and

to live in dignity.
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Michigan United Values

We believe our government and economy should provide for the common good and

be accountable to all our communities, not just the powerful.

 

We believe in our compassionate obligation toward our neighbors, and to support their

struggles toward fulfillment and liberation.

 

We believe people of conscience and people of faith have an obligation to step forward

in leadership to ensure that our government and economy reflect our values of dignity,

fairness, equity, and

 opportunity.

 

We believe in the power of democracy 

and non-violence.

 

We believe it is our mission to work 

together to build the power we need to win 

the justice our communities deserve.



Our History

In 2012, the Michigan Organizing Project (MOP) and

the Alliance for Immigrant Rights (AIR) merged to form a

statewide organization of churches, labor, and

community groups to ensure that our economy works

for the many, our civil rights are protected, and our

democracy is strong. Together, along with our member

institutions and individuals, we seek to affirm the

fundamental dignity of working families, shape our

political future, and achieve an economically and

racially just society for our communities.

MOP was a faith-centered community organizing project based in West Michigan, with

membership in Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids, and smaller towns in the area. For 20 years, MOP

fought to ensure that working families and people of color have a say in the important

decisions being made about their neighborhoods and lives. MOP led successful campaigns

to increase health and dental care access for low-income families, and eliminate employment

barriers for ex-offenders. More recently, the Kalamazoo MOP Council worked to support the

civil rights of immigrants, build power with immigrant workers, to fund a Kalamazoo County

homeless housing and prevention program, and to secure the votes of the Michigan

Congressional delegation for Comprehensive Immigration Reform (CIR).

AIR was a statewide coalition of 100 labor, faith, social service, civil rights and business

groups working to stand up for the civil rights of immigrant workers, families and students.

AIR also conducted extensive community organizing of low-income Latino and Arab

American families in Metro-Detroit. Since its founding in 2009, AIR won important victories,

including a new, stronger national policy against immigration enforcement at schools and

churches, stopping state E-Verify legislation, and earning the votes of Michigan senators and

a Republican Congressman for the DREAM Act. The AIR Coalition engaged in the fight for

administrative relief, community education and implementation of the Deferred Action for

Childhood Arrivals (DACA) Program, and securing the votes of the Michigan Congressional

delegation for Comprehensive Immigration Reform (CIR).

In March of 2013, after a year long merger of the organizations, a transitional board was

established and a new name was picked to represent this new union. Together, we are

MICHIGAN UNITED.



Training Calendar 2021

Training: Zoom Etiquette - Wed., March 3rd 7PM-8PM  

Training: Story of Self - Sat.., March 13th 10AM-12PM

Training: Story of Self Practice - Wed., March 18th 7PM-8PM 

Week of 3/29th-4/3rd - Elevator Pitches for MU Campaigns 

Week of 4/5th-4/10th - Power & Self-Interest 

Week of 4/12-4/17 - Power Mapping and issue cutting 

Week of 4/19-4/24 - Power meetings and research meetings 

Week of: 4/26-5/1 - Direct Action 

Sat May 8th: Story of Self Training 

Week of Mar 17 - 22nd:  (Prior to Capitol Week)

Speaker prep by campaign, Note taker training, Social media role training 

Trainings Leading up to The People's Summit

March 27th:  The People’s Summit

Trainings Leading up to Capitol Week 

May 24 - May 27:  Capitol Week 



Training Calendar 2021

Summer 2021: Racial Equity & Inclusion Series

Race/Class Narrative 

Dominant Narrative 

Summer 2021: Activist 101 Bootcamp 

How to be an on the ground activist to support your community 

POWER/SI/1-1 Daylong 

Power analysis and issue cutting

Field for the People: team building, relational organizing & community

conversations/listening sessions/town halls 

Social Media and message building 

FALL (August -Elections) - Political Education Series 

Movement Politics LTA

Lay of MI politics last 40 years 

How Governments work 

Election Protection

Racial Equity and Inclusion Series 
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Sign up here: 
https://www.mobilize.us

/mipeoplecampaign/



Criminal Justice Reform

Too many Michiganders go to prison for too long. Our state has one of the highest

incarceration rates in the Midwest, and that needs to change. For years, our state and

country pursued “tough on crime” policies that have systematically over-policed and

criminalized communities of color. Once someone has a criminal record, it's extremely

difficult to find a good job, get housing, or access public benefits. Returning citizens

(ex-offenders) can get trapped in a cycle of re-incarceration.

We believe that we can keep our communities safe from crime and reduce the

number of people in prison. Using the principles of restorative justice, we're working

to reform the policies of the police, schools, prosecutors, as well as reform sentencing

guidelines and improve release services. We're advocating for alternatives to prison,

and for greater opportunities for returning citizens when they get out. Most

importantly, we believe in investing in jobs and education in the communities that

have been hardest hit by our misguided criminal justice policies.
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Hometown Voices

At first it was challenging, but as we continued to grow, we built a team of 60+ people

who were passionate about sharing their stories, listening to voter's stories, and finding

common ground. In these conversations, canvassers and voters were able to listen to

each other about what was at stake for them in this election and share why Biden was

the better candidate based on lived experiences; not facts, data, or talking points from a

news media source. Working virtually, we had a higher contact rate than knocking on

doors; calling into all 83 counties of Michigan, engaging with voters all over the state.

Our paid and volunteer deep canvass teams made 1.5 million calls and talked to 32,340

Michiganders where those voters vulnerably opened up, learned something new about

themselves or our systems, and shifted their thinking about this election. 
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Nearly half of those voters shifted their vote

and views with a movement rate of 50.6%.

Through non-judgemental and curious

follow-up questions, story sharing, and

revealing voters' cognitive dissonance. 

 Our deep canvass team and volunteers

were able to make long-lasting shifts in

voter's opinions and the candidates they

support. 

This work proved to be successful that our Hometown Voices team will be training other

organizations and issue campaign teams on the deep canvass technique around issues such

as immigration, health care, mental health, mental health in education, overdose crisis,

reproductive justice and more as opportunities present themselves. Moving forward in 2021,

we’ll continue listening sessions, town halls, and legislative meetings to ensure rural voice in

policy wins. 



Hometown Voices

Overdose Crisis

The overdose crisis focuses on

 all overdoses, not limited to

 opioids. When Michigan United

says the “overdose crisis,” we are

referring to all mind altering 

substance use, addiction,

 criminalization of drug users,

 and the overall negative impacts

 on individuals and communities. 

Overdose rates: In 2018, 68,000 people died of overdose related issues. In Michigan,

2,700 people died of overdose. The rate of overdose in Monroe County alone was

24/100,000 people. The rate of overdose in Kalamazoo was 15/100,000. These

numbers are expected to be much higher when including the lack of reporting and

inclusion of other substance use death. Overdoses related to opioids are continuing

to rise.

Deep Canvass: Hometown Voices paused committee and core team meetings as we

scaled up our paid deep canvass team to focus on flipping Michigan blue and

supporting Biden. While scaling-up, we practiced different approaches for engaging

in deep canvassing; using breakout rooms for coaching purposes by listening to

conversations to improve deep canvass skills, as well as breakout rooms to undo any

trauma resulting from the call.
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Hometown Voices

Health care policy wins that prioritize people over profits. 

Build solidarity between rural & urban people, between white people and people

of color from different backgrounds (anti-racism organizing), and provide

adequate training to get people to these places. 

Host healthcare-related organizing events that provide wellness-related care to

anyone in the organizing field.

That access to affordable reliable healthcare is a human right.

In intersectionality of healthcare organizing by improving social and economic

conditions to prioritize health. 

In engaging in practices that build trust with the community, because we

recognize that the field of healthcare has perpetuated oppression and harm, both

currently and historically.

Healthcare: 

Michigan United's healthcare team is committed to building a progressive base of

allies to combat the health crisis through an engaged multiracial base that is ready to

act with defenses on guard.

The Michigan United Healthcare team was formed mid-pandemic to assist in an

equitable vaccine rollout. So far, the healthcare team has signed up nearly 100 people

to the nonpartisan Protect Michigan Commission Workgroup to enact equitable

vaccine rollout across diverse communities throughout the state. 

The healthcare team lobbied for the Federal Covid-19 Package that was passed early

March and is next focusing on securing funds for the healthcare navigator program. 

The healthcare team will work towards:

Michigan United Healthcare Team believes: 
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Immigrant Rights

Immigrant workers, families and

 students are a vital part of our

 communities and deserve the

 chance to live in dignity, not in 

fear. Unfortunately, our country

 is growing increasingly hostile to

 immigrants – deportations have increased dramatically, children are being separated

from their parents, Muslims and refugees are being targeted and students and

workers don't have the chance to reach their full potential. We work with grassroots

immigrant leaders to oppose these unjust policies, and advocate for something

better: a country where everyone has a fair chance, no matter where you come from.

That's why we're fighting for proactive measures, like drivers licenses for all, full

funding of immigrant integration programs and language access programs at schools

and state government.

During the Covid 19 Pandemic, immigrant families are being hit especially hard. Our

families were already facing financial insecurity over the past decades when a spouse

or breadwinner in the house was deported. Our families were already receiving lower

quality health care treatment ever since immigrants were excluded from coverage by

the Affordable Care Act. Our community already had mistrust of the police, whenever

the local and state police collaborated with Immigration Customs Enforcement to

deport our loved ones for a simple traffic stop. The Pandemic has exacerbated these

issues and due to the lack of sympathy from the President it has become a priority for

state and local governments to take action. Additionally, there are many needs that

our community will have even beyond the pandemic, things that the average

Michigander takes for granted such as the ability to drive to work or receive services

in the language that they understand. There are key legislative initiatives that can be

done at the state level to protect and integrate immigrant families that call Michigan

home. 



Environmental Justice

It is no surprise to Environmental Justice Organizers, including those at Michigan

United, that Detroit is an epicenter for the COVID-19 virus. According to health officials,

“the city’s high levels of poverty and pre-existing health conditions make those who

acquire the disease more susceptible to the most acute cases of COVID-19.” Detroit has

a higher percentage of African Americans and higher poverty levels than any other

large U.S. city. 

Michigan United Environmental Justice 

Organizer Emma Lockridge successfully

 led a campaign to secure a home buyout

 program for some of the residents in her 

Detroit 48217 community—the most

 polluted in Michigan. The organizing has 

targeted Marathon Petroleum Corporation,

the largest polluter based in her ZIP code. 

The refinery already purchased a limited

 number of homes on one side of its massive tar sands oil refinery. As of December

2020, Marathon announced the buyout of homes in the Boynton neighborhood is SW

Detroit. 

Last year, we expanded our team to focus on heavily polluted areas in close proximity

to Detroit 48217, including the small downriver cities of River Rouge and Ecorse. The

three communities are referred to as the Tri-Cities and have 29 of the largest polluting

facilities in the state located in or near them, including steel mills, the Detroit Water &

Sewerage Department and AK Steel. The type of contamination impacting the Tri-Cities

has turned the cities into Sacrifice Zones. That means corporate and government

polluters are legally allowed to damage health, property, air and water at the expense

of the predominantly Black citizens who live in these communities.



Flint: Environmental Justice & 

Public Health Navigators

Accessibility to information, healthcare, and vital basic needs resources remain a top

focus of our advocacy efforts during COVID-19

Advocating for transparency in disaster preparedness plans for local & state

governments

Advocating for front-line workers to have PPE available

Encouraging and promoting the social distancing model for mitigating the spread of

the novel coronavirus

Invest in the people of Flint and Genesee County through continued relationship

building, coalition building, and advocacy efforts

Michigan United is fighting for the health, wellbeing, and environmental justice for all Flint

residents regardless of citizenship status. Some of the most vulnerable populations

affected by the failure of Government on all levels when the people of Flint were poisoned

by contaminated drinking water are people with disabilities and our immigrant community. 

Flint has a team of 20 Public Health Navigators. Public Health Navigators are grassroots

individuals involved and trusted in their communities. The task of the navigators is to

provide the best and most updated information on COVID-19. And, with all the confusion

out there, it is of the utmost importance that the community be informed with facts.
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Movement Politics

Movement Politics is an innovative way of looking at elections as opportunities to build

people power and dramatically transform our economic and political system. We're

working to ensure that our communities' voices are heard at the ballot box and our

members are prepared to run for office.

Rising inequality, climate change, democracy in distress - the list goes on. If the last few

years have taught us anything, it’s business as usual politics that got us into this mess, and

it will not get us out. The vast majority of political campaigns are run in a way that serves

the 1%: platforms, campaign and policy priorities dictated by big donors, money spent on

TV commercials instead of talking to people, savior candidates unrepresentative of

constituents, and almost every important campaign decision is made by mercenary

consultants who couldn’t care less about building a long-term movement. That’s because

business as usual politics is based on the premise that the next election day is all that

matters. Movement politics is based on a different premise: the next Election Day is the

nearest punctuation mark in a very long story of building a people-powered movement.

This means that our political revolution is happening one voter, one conversation at a time.

It is led by people of color, women, immigrants and working class people. It is funded by

their donations. It is armed with a bold agenda of racial and economic justice. And to

succeed, we must invest in ourselves. 

People are hungry for a bold issue agenda that demands a transformed political and

economic system - one that puts people and planet first, while dismantling structural

sexism and white supremacy. We all agree - no more quick fixes that only tinker with the

status quo. Let’s build a value driven future for ourselves and our loved ones. 



Worker Rights

Improve the current online system to intake information more carefully and flag less

cases for improper denial; 

Establish an accessible system of transparency and accountability for claims review

and rejection; publish claims denial rates and have claim information reviewed/audited

by outside agencies.

Restore from 20 to 26 the number of weeks of eligibility for UI payments

Increase weekly payments to the level that is recommended and that peer states pay;

58% of the average weekly rate + an increased rate of $20/dependent.

Simplify the formula to determine eligibility for UI  

In calculating base wages, include tips and 1099 income (gig workers/contract/self-

employed)

Lower the qualifying income threshold for UI

Allow contract/gig workers, self-employed and part-time workers to qualify for

unemployment insurance

Recognize inability to work due to childcare or medical issues. Currently, these

disqualify applicants for benefits, making Michigan an outlier.

Amnesty for the MiDAS false fraud scandal claims and restitution to those who suffered

losses due to false accusations.

Michigan’s Unemployment 

Insurance Must be Updated to 

be Functional and Fair for Workers

Currently, Michigan’s unemployment

insurance (UI) system suffers from 

both low levels of benefits, and

 implementation that systematically 

denies workers of rights to UI 

payments, both through an online portal that over-flags errors in applications, accuses too

many applicants of fraud, and provides insufficient recourse for claimants to correct errors

or submit information that has no space on the application, nor to defend themselves

against false fraud charges.

To improve Michigan’s UI system so that it serves workers and the economy:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.




